Mackinac Island
Strategy, Research, Design planning

In 1634 Jean Nicolet a french messenger, passed through the Straits of
Mackinac which he thought was the start of the pacific ocean. What he found,
instead, were only a few Indian tribes that camped along the shore of the
island.11,000 y.o island, 3.8 square miles in size. Natives used the island’s
caves and naturally formed as a sacred burial place for their dead. They also
hunted and traded furs there.

Mish-la-mack-in-naw(*): big turtle
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In 1634 Jean Nicolet a french
messanger, passed through
the Straits of Mackinac on his
way to "the land of the stinking
water". Which he thought was
the start of the pacific ocean.
What he found, instead, were
only a few Indian tribes that
camped along the shore of the
island.

Between 1780 and 1814 it became
an object of claim between the
British and the Americans with
changes in ownership, until 1815
when the American army defeated
the English.

1800-1900
1700-1800

In 1822 Fort Mackinac's post
surgeon William Beaumont saved
the life of Alexis St. Martin after
Soon after the area became the an accidental shotgun blast a
most important French western hole in the young man’s stomach.
fur trade site. After the British
The physician observed what
acquired the Straits following the happens when food is digested in
French and Indian War, the
the stomach. His experiments
English Major Patrick Sinclair
made medical history.
chose those high bluﬀs for the site
of his Fort Mackinac in 1780.

1600-1700

With the rise of sport fishing in early 1900
Mackinac Island visitors took advantage of the
nearby Les Cheneaux Islandsfor fishing. Hotels
and eating places catered to the sporting crowd
who made the overnight train trip from Detroit to
the Straits aboard the Michigan Central.

1970-2005
1900-1970

“Father of Gastric Physiology”
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The island has been the summer
refuge for the business and
political leadership of the country.
Rich Colonial architectural scenic
landscape and a high quality of
living add to its unique position.

A famous touristic destination in the US,
one of the top selected wedding
destinations Voted as one of the most
wonderful destinations in the US.
Summer destination for people with
broad background. Small businesses,
hotels, have grown dramatically as has
the number of tourists and the
surrounding infrastructure.

What is the Mackinac island all about?

A rare small community at the North of Michigan, where
everybody lives at close proximity, and everything is accessible.
A live, breathing community of people who represent a part of
the American history of the last 112 years.
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What is the Mackinac island all about?
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The differentiators, along with history are: No cars (pristine), natural assets, horses, small size
(intimate). A live community (travel in time) but not an exhibit, like other historic destinations.
Rich History
Anapolis Maryland
Mackinac island
Galena
Tombstone Arizona
Williamsburgh

New Orleans
St. Augustine Florida

Exhibit, snaphsot

There are many
destinations in the US that
claim a rich historic past.
Since history is so “vague”
in definition and can be
perceived very differently
by people, it ends up
being a non-differentiator.
.

Telluride Colorado

Hopi villages Arizona

Seaport Connecticut
Sitka Alaska

Some known history
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Live, real, current

How is the local system of reference performing?
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N

#16

#7

#4
#5 #10
#9

In the strait between lake
Michigan and Lake superior, part
of a bigger system (North
midwest) of unique, natural and
historic attractiveness.
5 states providing tourists and
visitors, rank among the top ten
in the US for bankruptcies.
US, Court Electronic Records, 2010, creditcards.com
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Unemployment

US Bureau of Labor Statistics
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The island is considered a Historic destination by its residents. That travel category is showing decline
amongst the most famous tourist attractions in the US

al Tourism Statistics Oﬃce, 2009

Historic destinations

Urban Attractions

21%

3%
39%

Natural Attractions

Amusement Parks

37%
Amusement parks and natural attractions
showing the highest growth y.o.y.
Average spending of 250 USD / day
(Internal tourists in the US).
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How is the island performing in the system?
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The community’s indicators still look healthy.

Median House value
Mackinac Island
Michigan

Median Household Income
49K

233,8K

45K

132K

Per capita Income
29K
22K

www.City-data.com
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But is this sustainable? Some islanders believe that the decline was just a hick-up
in the island’s history.
Is this the hiccup
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Or is this the hiccup?

Expenses have remained within control.

Although expenses have
been rather stable there
has been a shift in the mix,
that might be affecting the
infrastructural performance
of some of the vital assets
of the island.
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Revenue though is under pressure as the mix remains unchanged for many years.

Revenue has
declined
consistently mainly
due to visitor
decline as well as
the loss of less
traditional sources
from 3rd parties.
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The island is facing some serious infrastructural strains that will probably require significant
investment in the near future.

Fractured
Outdated sewer plant

+

limestone formations

Sewage system near capacity, not allowing further residential development.
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In summary: increasing challenges from the environment

Part of a territorial system that is declining financially
Increasingly challenging access
Increasing local and national competition
Declining tourist traffic
Increasing cost structures
Stagnant revenue mix
Infrastructural pressures
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How is the current operating model working?
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The City’s operating model is built to attract appx 11,000 tourists every day
and capture as highest a spending as possible in a limited time span. (low
average ticket, high turnover of tourists).
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The current operating model operates in less than 10% of the island’s space.

Land Use

Almost all of
accommodation,
F&B, historic
attractions and
traffic takes place in
this delimited space.

Recreation 10%
Commercial 1%
State Park 85%
Other 2%
Accommodation 2%
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11,000 visitors / day
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The current operating model works as a self fulfilling vicious cycle that strains the infrastructure and
limits the visitor experience.

The shorter the
average stay

The less the
differentiating factors.

More “cookie cutter”
approach adopted.

The fastest the
need to experience
the island.

The smallest the
average spent

The bigger the number
of tourists needed.

The visitor
The more evident
the comparison to
other destinations.

The biggest the need for
refurbishment and
maintenance.

More limited
access to history.

More limited the
breadth and depth
of experience.

The higher the strain
on the assets.

The island
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The highest the
pressure on existing
infrastructure.

The survival of the current business
model makes it highly dependent on
perpetual visitor growth to offset the
very small spending and short stay.

Infrastructure
maintenance

$$$

State Park
Commission

$$$
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That limited space use and high traffic intensity, affects many aspects of what makes the island’s
identity and value and can diminish the visitor island experience.
Natural resource preservation, noise levels,
horses. Other species.

Flow, safety,
Accessibility, security,
Transportation, medical
services, social interactions,
consistent and high level of service.

Roads, public spaces, housing
density, restrooms, sewage system,
waste water, solid waste electrical
supply, telecoms.

Environmental

Operational

Financial

Infrastructural

Aesthetic

Spatial

Roads, public spaces, restrooms, housing for the workers,
housing for the inhabitants
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Public and private investments. Increased
taxation and average cost of maintaining a
servicing asset, might make some businesses
unable to sustain the current model.

The need to supply enough services at a highly
skewed manner compromise the integrity of the
visual character of the island. Old buildings that
decay need to be constantly preserved.

How does the current operating model affect
community cohesion?
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The community is made of traditional and emerging groups groups with
conflicting agendas.
Willingness to change

Business Settlers
Visited the island to work or married
someone from the island. Have been
there 10-20 years and are involved
with the hospitality, F&B, retail and
other opportunistic businesses.
They run the high turnover, low
ticket machine.

Blue collars
People who work more
permanently on the island.
Most of the time employed
by the business community
or with small operation they
might own..

Escapists
Moved there to escape
the hectic demands of the
modern urban life. Active
in the community life.

Seasonal workers
Craftsmen, students, part time
travelers, fortune hunters,
immigrants. Live and work on the
island during the summer period.
Some of them might end up staying
longer working permanently. Live in
small community housing, usually
close to their workplace.

Ability to effect change

Speculators
Mainly in the business people
with a short view on their
involvement in the
community’s aﬀairs. Might be
disposing assets as the
island puts pressure on
developments.

Islanders
Generations on the island.
Mostly prefer the resort,
positioning and oppose
further development. Very
influential on some of the
other groups. Active in and
outside the community.
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There is tension in the community and a lack of clarity for the future and a dilemma
between preservation or growth.

Speculators

Escapists

Preservation

Business
settlers

Mackinac

Islanders

Blue
collars

Seasonal
workers
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Growth

The local community perceives challenges differently than the visitors. They perceive business growth
settlers as a real threat to their identity and long term survival.
Frequency
Constant

Frequent

“These people are not part of the
community, they do not
participate or contribute to our
activities. “

“People might view our island as the next Disneyland
“
“They end up building cookiecutter buildings that look fake “

“Ferryboat schedules“
“The history and richness of the island is being
destroyed by people who simply want to make
“Too much stress on the infrastructure “
some quick money and leave”.
“Doing business on the island becomes more and more diﬃcult“
“Rules set by the community do not protect enough“
“if we do not refurbish the buildings, they will die “
“The old islanders oppose the new equestrian
“Mackinac suﬀers from lack of vision, like Detroit“
culture“
“Local Competition“
“National Competition“
“Property Taxes“
“When the economy turned south we had no fallback“

Rare

Small

Medium
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Big

Impact

How do visitors value their visit and experience?
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Visitors seem to like different parts of the experience that can be summarized in three big groups.
Iconic

Operatic

“Beautiful waters,
Good clean environment,
great weather, clear skies,
the bridge, the forest
amazing, butterflies”

“riding bikes and horses
around the island, sailing,
hiking in the woods,
enjoying the architecture,
eating fudge”

Symbolic
“Welcoming people,
old world charm, silly wild
west. Frozen in time, old
fashioned historic, simple
life, family”

This is a useful mix of vital elements in designing and delivering the visitor experience as well as the
islands future planning. As the competitive landscape gets more demanding though, more
importance has to be laid to symbolic and operatic excellence.
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The visitors value different challenges that affect their experience.
Frequency
Rare

Frequent

Constant

• Horse poop.
• Grand Hotel was really outdated and expensive.
Too many other places on top of my list.
•
Low quality souvenir stores.
• Everything is inland.
•I want
to know more why to go there.
•
No waterfront activity.
•
busy we had to leave.
• Main areaNotsoenough
options on the island.
•
Expensive and low food quality.
Not
authentic.
•
•
don’t know what makes it different.
• ICheap
touristy, contrived.
• Long Road
trip.
•
Small

Big

Medium
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Impact on their
decision

The visitors’ perspective show some areas where the island needs to address immediately to
improve overall experience.

Initial research contacted in March 2011.
Sample of 50 respondents to a on-line survey of 15 questions.
Respondents from Chicago(IL) and Grand Rapids(MI)
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Mackinac, is not...a touristic destination, actually.
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The World Tourism Organization defines tourists as “people who travel to and stay
in places outside their usual environment for more than twenty-four hours and not
more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes…”

WTO, 1925
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How might we design the experience?
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There are three experience design variables and six levers to use.
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Using these in an experience design framework.
Demand Factors
(Visitor)

Design Factors
(City)

Access

Reach
Enter
Exit
Ferry, air travel,
horse, bicycles, the
bridge, docks, flow
management,
capacity plan

Operatic

Experience

Inspire
Engage
Extend
Brand positioning,
hospitality,
activities, culinary,
rest, legacy, state
park experience.

Value

Facilitate
Differentiate
Reward
Public facilities,
resource mgmt,
pricing, safety,
service quality,
incentives.

Iconic

Symbolic

Depth of experience

Length of experience

1

Help visitors move from the early
operatic to the symbolic elements
of the experience

2

Facilitate longer stay.

3
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All variables need to be finely
balanced as they represent
different aspects of everyday life for
the residents as well.

What the transients primarily lack is
a timely experience so that they feel
the character of the island and its
community. That can create a new
level of appreciation and a different
perspective about the historic and
natural beauty of the island.

Depth of experience
Inhabitants
The tourist needs
Enriched experiences.

Seasonal workers

Tourists
Length
of experience
Hourly/
Transients
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In designing the experience we look to use and affect rational and emotional attributes

Experiential elements

Positioning response

A deeper connection with what America
used to look like, thru visiting a real,
breathing, historic community

“I can feel and see how America can
live in community and appreciate
better what is and what can become
now.”

An escape to a travel thru time.

Personal benefit

“I want a pure and pristine experience in
an easily accessible manner.”

Natural lifestyle, free of stress. Everything
within reach. Relaxing but lively
atmosphere, community feeling.
Pristine lake fronts, clean air, forests,
horse, preserved historical landmarks,
beautiful scenery, boat race, history.

“I feel overwhelmed by everyday reality and
need to feel re-invigorated.”
“I want out of the urban setup.”
Island attributes
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How might we preserve the future of historical assets?
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60%

60+

of buildings

year old

Grand Hotel spends 2MM/year on maintenance.
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We propose a systemic framework for dealing
with the island’s built assets and the way to
decide their destiny.

High
Size of bubble:
Current market value.
Low
Short
term

Long
term

Revenue generating potential
High

Increase
in value

Application:
32 Historically significant
buildings
New buildings for
residential or commercial
use in and outside the
historic district.
Building upgrades and
refurbishments.
Current developments and
necessary adjustments.

Grand
Hotel

McNally
Cottage

Level of
intervention

Low
Low

Historical importance
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High

How might we address infrastructural pressures?
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For the current infrastructural pressures we have identified a space with more sustainable
solutions (above and below the ground) for managing water waste and sewage.

Fractured
Outdated sewer plant

Aerobic tanks

+

limestone formations

Spray irrigation

Package plants

Ground level
Constructed wastelands

Sand filters

Drip irrigation
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Soil treatment mounts

Drain fields

The island has surprising success stories on how to manage ecological challenges.

Success Story: Solid Waste

Success Story: Flies and wasps

75% of solid waste has to leave the island
85% collected June - September

A sustainable way to manage flies
population, attracted by horse manure.
thru the use of wasps.

25%
25%
Recycled Composted
and out
Recycled

vs

sent out
50%
Shipped oﬀ to
landfills
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Where can the island play and potentially win?
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Growth opportunities: Where can the island grow wisely?
Competition

Exit
Corporate
Golf

Strong

Architecture

Contested

Amusement
country parks
Intimacy/
ski
Romance
“History”

Maintain

Pristine
Environment

New

Parts of the existing
offering can be
valuable drivers for
non-destructive
growth, but there has
to be a future focus in
the new segments in
the country that look
promising with
smaller selective
populations of higher
net value. (Eco,
romance, nature,
wellness, medical.)

Grow
Ecotourism

Adventure

Harvest
Fishing

Equestrian
activities

Wellness/
Fitness

“Family friendly”

Weddings

Low

Medical

Food

Learning/
Education

Weak

Existing

Attractiveness (YOY market growth)
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High

An opportunity to leverage
the past for the future

Education
(Academic
aﬃliations)

Eco/Architect.
History
Preservation

To establish its historic position and
attract population interested in its
differentiating values (history,
environment, equestrian,
“smallness”) the island can initiate a
network of historic/iconic cities that
would collectively embrace and
promote the history of the last 200
years. In conjunction with growing
academic and political initiatives this
can constitute a “small” place as an
important contributor. (e.g. Davos,
Aachen in Europe)

These parts of the touristic industry, attract lower
number of people but with considerable higher
spending, and spread out in the year. (i.e. Offloading
high peaks in capacity usage).

Equestrian

Wellness

Political
History Hosting/
conference

Mackinac
Cities in Michigan
Cities in system
Cities in the US

Cities in the continent
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How might the community start funding
the change?
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A good start is the ferry & bicycle, horse fares for financing those initiatives. 1.5% increase in
fees (unchanged since 2005) adds 170K USD in the City’s revenue.

21 USD

9.5 USD
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22 USD

Proposal also included: an “island intro” app, brand architecture and
financial modeling

McKinaw Island

Mckinaw
We’ve found 11,318 prior McKinaw visitors

Chicago, June 2014

McKinaw adventure

McKinaw
Travelers in
Time

Detroit, 2013

Detroit, 2013

Detroit, 2013

New York, 2013

Sharing circles
USA pristine islands

Take a virtual ride around the island.

Listen to stories from the rich and famous. From
political giants that changed our nation’s history
to lifestyle and fashion leaders that get
inspiration from the island’s character.
Paradoxes, stories, tales and everything that will
make you want to come and see first hand.

Visit us:
Island Project
Michigan Album

- infrastructure
- experience design
- Communication and marketing positioning
- New technology around waste disposal

Financial modeling of projections:

Revenue and margin projections
- Per group of activities and P&L
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For the remaining of the content please contact me at
stylianos@polygonview.com
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